DELUXE WEAVING FRAME LOOM

Parts:
-2 Beams with plastic beam teeth
-2 Sides with notched ends
-2 Feet (pivoting kick-stand pieces)
- assembly hardware
(4 screws, 2 each: bolts, washers, wing nuts)
-1 each: Shuttle, Pickup Stick and Weaving Needle
(yarn not included)

Assembly Instructions:
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Step 1)
Place the two long sides on a flat surface so they
are parallel with one another, notched sides up.
There is a hole drilled through each side 5” from
one end. Orient sides so ends with that extra
‘side’ hole are closer to the same beam (that end
will become the top end of your weaving, when
using the feet to hold the frame upright).
Step 2)
Orient beams so the bumps on the beam teeth
face out (away from the center of the frame).
Position beams so they sit in the notched ends of
the side pieces and holes through the beams line
up with holes in side piece notches.
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Use a screwdriver to fasten beams to side pieces,
with short machine screws engaging the metal
inserts in the sides. Tighten screws so they are
just snug and screws are recessed in the areas
provided in the beams, as shown in photo 2.
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Step 3)
You can use your Deluxe Weaving Frame at this
point, without having the feet attached, as
shown in photo 3.
You can use your Weaving Frame flat on a table
or with one end resting in your lap while the
frame leans against a table top.
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Step 4)
To attach feet (or kick-stand pieces), position feet inside
the weaving frame’s sides (or outside the frame, if you
prefer). Orient foot pieces so the hole in each foot lines
up with the hole in each side.
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Attach feet to sides using hardware provided, as shown
in photo 4. Starting on the inside of the frame, slide a
carriage bolt through the foot, then through the side.
Secure foot piece with a washer and wing nut. Repeat
on the other side.
Step 5)
Position Weaving Frame Feet at desired angle, then
tighten wing nuts to hold the feet in place, as shown in
photo 5.
-Your Weaving Frame is designed to be sturdy, yet lightweight and very flexible. Enjoy weaving a wide range of
projects, using the frame flat on a table, in your lap, or
upright at almost any angle.
-To remove a finished weaving from the frame, simply
remove the four screws holding the frame in place. You
can then easily remove fabric from the beams and finish
the ends of your project as you choose.
-For more in-depth instructions on How-to-Weave go to
our Weaving Frame Instructions online:
http://www.bekainc.com/images/stories/wf14.pdf

HAPPY WEAVING!!
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